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Alberto Bernal

abernalg@indra.es

Director, Smart Cities and Territories
Global Practice at Indra
Spain

Alberto Bernal has 20 years of experience in strategic and operations consulting in the private and public
sphere, he also devoted the last 15 years to design and carry out transformational and modernization
programs in the public and transportation sectors, with special emphasis in the local administration in Spain
and worldwide. He are now in charge of Indra´s Global Smart Cities practice where he lead and coordinate the
different divisions of the company with the aim to give a holistic answer to the current territories and
community’s challenges through strategy, technology and services.

Charles Bolden
President of The Bolden Consulting Group
LLC and Trustee of Bankinter Innovation
Foundation
USA

Charles Bolden most recently served as the 12th Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) from July 17, 2009 until January 20, 2017. Earlier in his career, Bolden served 34
years in the United States Marine Corps, retiring in 2003 with the rank of Major General. At NASA; Bolden led
a nationwide team to advance the mission and goals of the U.S. space program. During his tenure, Bolden
oversaw a safe transition from 30 years of space shuttle missions to a new era of exploration focused on full
utilization of the International Space Station and space aeronautics technology development.

Manuel Cayre
Co-Funder & COO AT MobyPark
Netherlands

manuelcayre@gmail.com
@ManuelCayre

Manuel Cayre is an entrepreneur and passionate about solutions that solve REAL problems. He is also the CoFounder of Mobypark, an innovative and disruptive car parking service where car park owners can rent out
their parking whenever it is unused. In the meantime, drivers save time, money, and thus reduce the
pollution. It is more than just a marketplace as Mobypark provides a full parking package service.
Manuel received his degree in Business Economics from Universidad Nacional de Córdoba in Argentina and his
Master degree in Sustainable Management from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, currently he resides in
Amsterdam.
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Kyle Corkum
CEO, Managing Partner and Co-Founder of
LStar Ventures
USA

Kyle@lvnt.com

Kyle Corkum is the Managing Partner and co-founder of LStar Ventures, the development company
spearheading the creation of Union Point – a 1,550-acre state-of-the-art smart city taking shape just outside
Boston.
Kyle and his team have worked diligently with state and local officials to remove the hurdles that have
plagued the development of this expanse of land for nearly two decades. Upon completion, Union Point
stands to become the paradigm of smart, tech-advanced cities and provide significant benefits for the
surrounding area through commercial growth, high quality job opportunities and community development.
Union Point will comprise nearly 4,000 homes and apartments, and 10 million square feet of commercial
development space balanced with more than 1,000 acres of green space and 50 miles of hiking/biking trails.

Antonio Damasio
University Professor and David Dornsife
Professor of Neuroscience at the University
of Southern California, Los Angeles, Trustee
of Bankinter Innovation Foundation
USA

@damasiousc

Antonio Damasio is University Professor, David Dornsife Professor of Neuroscience and Director of the Brain
and Creativity Institute at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
Damasio has made seminal contributions to the understanding of brain processes underlying, emotions,
feelings, decision-making and consciousness. He has received numerous prizes and honors for his studies.
His most recent book is The Strange Order of Things: Life, Feeling and the Making of Cultures. In Spanish, El
Extraño Orden de las Cosas.

Hanna Damasio
Dana Dornsife Professor of Neuroscience
and Director of the Dornsife Neuroscience
Imaging Center University of Southern
California, Los Angeles
USA

Hanna Damasio is a physician and leading scientist in the field of Cognitive Neuroscience. Using
computerized tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, she has developed methods of investigating
human brain structure and studied functions such as language, memory, and emotion, using both the lesion
method and functional neuroimaging. She is currently a the Dana Dornsife Professor of Neuroscience and
Director of the Dornsife Neuroscience Imaging Center at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
She is the author of numerous scientific articles and several books including the first atlas of brain anatomy
based on neuroimaging data.
Is a member of the American Neurological Association and a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences since 1997.She has been recognized with numerous Honorary Doctorates most recently from The
Sorbonne and École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne.
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Natalia de Estevan-Ubeda
Consultant. Advisor to the European
Commission on transport R&D and Former
Head of Innovation and Transport for
London
UK

nataliaestevan@aol.com

Natalia de Estevan-Ubeda heads her own advisory and consulting business on innovation strategy, having
spent the last ten years as a senior leader in a world-leading transport authority. Natalia continues to work
globally as an advisor on smart mobility and holds senior advisory positions for the European Commission
(EC) in the area of transport research and innovation in an 80 billion Euro programme. During her time in
Transport for London (TfL), Natalia was the Head of Innovation until late 2017, and prior to that she led TfL’s
International Policy and Strategy on Intelligent Transport Systems, following her tenure as Head of
Technology. Natalia combines her transport expertise with her passion for supporting people as an executive
coach, accredited coach supervisor and change management specialist. Her earlier career was in the private
sector, developing businesses and expanding organizational; capability internationally

Jesús de la Quintana

jesus.delaquintana@tecnalia.com

Head of Emerging Initiatives Urban
Solutions. At Tecnalia R&I
Spain

Jesús de la Quintana leads the Emerging Urban Solutions initiatives in Tecnalia, integrating technological
innovations in urban transformation projects, that are committed to resolve key challenges that cities around
the world are facing. He fosters the design of innovative scenarios to help building an urban transformation
based on people, communication and energy which will generate sustainable economic growth and
wellbeing. He is a leading part of the concept: “Heading towards a smart future. 5 keys to design smart
cities”, that joins smart structure, project, financing architecture, innovation & technology, and economy to
build sustainable cities. He coordinates the MEDICI initiative, a potent alliance of European RTOs aimed to
anticipate new urban paradigms in which the smart use of technology allows dwellers to enjoy a better life
within a vivid and satisfactory urban experience.

John de Yonge

Insights Director-EYQ, EY
USA

@John_deYonge
John.De_Yonge@ey.com

John de Yonge leads the urban world, innovation and natural resources agenda for EYQ, an EY think tank that
helps organizations to understand and seize the upside of disruption. He brings to the role more than 19
years of experience in delivering global client insights focused on cleantech, energy, innovation capital and
entrepreneurship.
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National Correspondent for The Atlantic
USA

@JamesFallows
JFallows@gmail.com

James Fallows is a national correspondent for The Atlantic and has written for the magazine since the late
1970s. He has reported extensively from outside the United States and once worked as President Carter's
chief speechwriter. He, and his wife Deborah Fallows, are the authors of the forthcoming book, Our Towns. In
addition to working for The Atlantic, he has spent two years as chief White House speechwriter for Jimmy
Carter, two years as the editor of US News & World Report, and six months as a program designer at
Microsoft.

Gordon Feller
Founder of Meeting of the Minds
USA

@gordonfeller
gordon@meetingoftheminds.org

Gordon Feller since arriving to Silicon Valley in 1983 has advised executives leading some of California’s
outstanding companies, including Apple, Bechtel, HP, and Lockheed. As the founder of Meeting of the Minds
he’s worked to bring together leaders committed to urban sustainability and technology innovation in ways
that produce knowledge sharing as a key basis for lasting alliances. Meeting of the Minds has become the
leading non-profit focused on cities partnered with private sector and NGOs – all in pursuit of an urban future
which is smarter, more equitable, and sustainable.
One method for achieving this has been to build a network of partnerships with leading corporates (AT&T;
Black & Veatch; Deloitte, Cubic; Toyota; Ford Motor; VolvoREF; Microsoft; PNC Bank; Dassault Systèmes;
Wells Fargo; Itron); foundations (Barr; Lincoln Inst.), and many others (UC Davis; National League of Cities;
Smithsonian, Case Western; etc.).

Bruno Fernández-Ruiz
Co-Founder & CTO at Nexar Inc

USA

@olympum
b@getnexar.com

Bruno Fernandez-Ruiz co-founded Nexar and is acting as its CTO. Prior to Nexar, Bruno spent eight years at
Yahoo In several executive roles as a Senior Fellow, initially as Chief Platform Architect, and later heading
Yahoo’s personalization, advertising technology and search technology platform organization globally, which
led to the creation of Yahoo’s Gemini Advertising Marketplace. Prior to that Bruno held technology
management roles in Accenture and Fidelity International. Bruno received his M.S. degree in Transportation
and Operations Research from MIT, and his B.S. and M.S. degree in Computational Mechanics for Structural
engineering from the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.
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Current- Associate professor applied
research on Smart Cities and Regulation,
Ideas and Power Theory at University
Complutense of Madrid
Spain

@olgag
@ResearcherOlga
olgagil@ucm.es

Olga Gil PhD in Political Science and Sociology (European University Institute, Italy), M.A. in Political Science,
Development and Latin America (University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill and Duke University), BA in Journalism, in
Political Science and Sociology (UCM, Madrid). She is professor whose interests cover public policy, local government,
technology, regulation, and digital transformation in cities. She is associate professor at the Department of Political
History, Theories and Geography, at the UCM. Also is member of the EU project CITADEL: Empowering Citizens to
Transform European Public Administration. Gil is member of the the Smart Cities and Smart Governments ResearchPractice Consortium based at the Center for Technology in Government, University at Albany. Dr Gil has published a book
on smart cities in comparative perspective, comparing Shanghai, Iskandar, cities in Japan, New York, Amsterdam, Málaga,
Santander and Tarragona (2015). Gil has recently published in book on chinese smart city plans (2017). Olga is now
team-working on applied research on platforms for the aggregation of interests in cities, such as: Mass Onlines
Deliberation on Urban Issues.

William Haseltine
Chairman and President at Access Health
International
USA

@WmHaseltine
wahaseltine@me.com

William Haseltine is known for his groundbreaking work on HIV/AIDS and the human genome. Haseltine was a
Professor at Harvard Medical School where he founded two research departments on cancer and HIV/AIDS. Is
a Founder of several biotechnology companies including Cambridge Biosciences, The Virus Research Institute,
ProScript, LeokoSite, Dendreon, Diversa, X-VAX, and Demetrix. He was a founder Chairman and CEO of Human
Genome Sciences, a company that pioneered the application of genomics to drug discovery. He is the
President of the Haseltine Foundation for Science and the Arts and is the Founder, Chairman, and President
of ACCESS Health International, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to improving access to high quality
health worldwide. He was listed by Time Magazine as one of the world's 25 most influential business people
in 2001 and one of the 100 most influential leaders in biotechnology by Scientific American in 2015.

Jody Holtzman
Senior Managing Partner, Longevity
Venture Advisors LLC

USA

@jholtzman
jodyholtzman@gmail.com

Jody Holtzman is founder and Senior Managing Partner of Longevity Venture Advisors LLC, where he works
with innovative entrepreneurs, venture investors, public companies, and non-profit organizations to
successfully leverage business and investment opportunities in the $7.6 trillion Longevity Economy. Jody
was previously AARP’s Senior Vice President of Market Innovation where he conceived and built the first
program to spark innovation in the market that benefits people over 50. He has over three decades of
experience helping companies grow by developing and implementing competitive strategies and achieving
their strategic market goals.
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Principal in the Maker City Project
Founder of the Gray Area Foundation for
the Arts
USA

@Hirshberg
peter@hirshberg.com

Peter Hirshberg has been at the forefront of innovation and disruptive change in emerging media and
technology for more than 25 years. He is a Senior Fellow at the USC Annenberg Center on Communication
Leadership and Policy and a Henry Crown fellow of the Aspen Institute.
Peter is a sought after technology and innovation speaker, having presented at TED, the World Economic
Forum, DLD, The Aspen Ideas Festival, E.G.,Techonomy, CeBIT, WEB 2.0 Summit, and many other events.
Hirshberg first helped bring Apple into the online services arena., then acted as strategic adviser to Microsoft,
AOL and NBC. Along the way, he was CEO of Gloss.com and Elemental Software. He's built a deep
understanding of the fundamentals of content production and consumption and how they've changed, both
online and off.

Rick Jacobs
CEO at Accelerator for America
USA

@rickjacobs
rick@acceleratorforamerica.org

Rick Jacobs non-profit executive underscores the Accelerator’s mission to bridge the public and private
sectors to connect people with fulfilling work. He served as Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti’s Executive Vice
Mayor and Deputy Chief of Staff and separately founded and is a board member of the Mayor’s Fund for Los
Angeles. Jacobs founded and was Chair of the national advocacy group Courage Campaign and founded and
was CEO of Newstar, Inc., which worked in Russia with companies like Lockheed and Marriott. He was Vice
President and Assistant to Occidental Petroleum founder and Chairman/CEO Dr. Armand Hammer. He is a
graduate of Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service. He was California chair of Howard Dean’s
campaign for US president in 2003-4.

Chris Johnson
Managing Principal and Creative,
Director for Gensler’s Middle East Region
UAE

christopher_johnson@gensler.com

Chris Johnson, as Managing Principal and Creative Director for Gensler’s Middle East Region, Chris combines
his international business insight with exceptional design talent. An award-winning architect, he is the
creative force behind a number of our firm’s landmark architectural and planning projects. Chris has served on
the Gensler Board of Directors. A frequent speaker at forums and conferences, Chris also participates on
design awards juries worldwide. He holds a B.A. (Hons) in Architecture and a Diploma in Architecture from
Birmingham School of Architecture, U.K.
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Managing Director GrayBella Capital,
Lecturer MIT. Trustee of Bankinter
Innovation Foundation.
USA

@kivel1
kivel@mit.edu

Richard Kivel serves as Managing Director of GrayBella Capital LLC., a VC/PE investment fund focused on
biotech, healthcare and technology companies in Europe.
Richard has served as a CEO, Chairman and Board Director in both private and public companies in Europe,
Russia, Singapore and the US. Previously, he was a Senior Manager at Bridgewater Associates, the world's
largest hedge fund, with $160 billion in global assets.
Richard is a guest lecturer on Global Entrepreneurship, Business Models and Venture Investing at MIT,
Moscow School of Management Skolkovo and other universities in Europe and Singapore. He has many years
of experience mentoring entrepreneurs in his role as Global Chairman of the MIT Enterprise Forum and Judge
for the MIT $100K Entrepreneurship Competition. Richard also serves as a Trustee of the Bankinter
Innovation Foundation, a global technology Think-Tank located in Spain and Portugal.

Philip Lader
Senior Advisor of Morgan Stanley and
Trustee of Bankinter Innovation
Foundation.
USA

Philip Lader is former U.S. Ambassador to the Court of St. James’s, is non-executive Chairman of WPP Group,
the worldwide advertising/communications firm which includes J. Walter Thompson, Young & Rubicam,
Ogilvy & Mather, Grey Global, Burson-Marsteller, and Hill & Knowlton .
Also a partner in his home state’s oldest and largest law firm, Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, the South
Carolinian served in President Clinton’s Cabinet, and as White House Deputy Chief of Staff, Assistant to the
President, Deputy Director of the President’s Office of Management and Budget, and Administrator of the
U.S. Small Business Administration.
He is also a Senior Adviser to Palantir Technologies, the Silicon Valley “big data” firm and trustee of the
Bankinter Foundation.

Julia Li
Founder and CEO, HCD Learning. Founder,
Bridge+. China Advisor, MIT Media Lab.
China Partner, Arianna Huffington
China

julia@hcdlearning.com

Julia Li founded HCD Learning from the objective to change executive development. With HCD Learning, she
has been at the forefront of technology-based pedagogical innovation using experiential learning models.
She is a respected authority on pedagogical innovation in China and beyond and she was recognized as the
Most Influential Leader in the learning industry in China by the China Economic Daily, the China Business
Herald, and the China Branding Research Center. Moreover, recognizing the gap between academic
competence and professional competence of university graduates in China, she founded Bridge+ which
operates a platform to enhance the employability of China’s emerging talent.
Julia is graduate of HBS’S OPM program (Harvard University) and has an advanced degree in educational
psychology from the University of Maryland.
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Chris Luebkeman
Fellow, Director for Global Foresight,
Research and Innovation at Arup.
USA

chris.luebkeman@arup.com

Chris Luebkeman, educated as geologist, engineer and architect. Former Professor at: Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology, Zurich; University of Oregon; Chinese University of Hong Kong; Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. 1999, invited to join the Arup Group as Director, R&D; became an intrepreneur; 2002, founded
the Foresight, Innovation + Incubation team; has led hundreds of workshops and strategy sessions exploring
the potential impact of key drivers of change within sectors, including hotels and leisure, banking and retail.
Author, facilitator, international speaker, futurist, strategist and commentator on contemporary global
change.

Emilio Méndez
Director of Energy Science and
Technology Department at Brookhaven
National Laboratory and Trustee of
Bankinter Innovation Foundation.
USA

eemendez49@gmail.com

Emilio Méndez was named Director of the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) at the U.S. Department
of Energy’s Brookhaven National Laboratory, effective November 1, 2006.
After earning his undergraduate degree from the University of Madrid, Spain, Méndez continued his
education in physics, earning a Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Afterwards he took a
postdoctoral position at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, New York, where he
became a research staff member and eventually a member of the strategic planning group and a line
manager. He joined Stony Brook University in 1995 as a physics professor, and in 2004 he became Director
of the Undergraduate Program in the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
He has received several awards for his significant scientific contributions, including the 1998 Prince of
Asturias Prize and the 2000 Fujitsu Quantum Device International Award.

Chin Nam Tan

chinnam@aol.com

Former Permanent Secretary, Singapore
Public Service and Senior Corporate Adviser
Singapore

Dr Tan is the Chairman of Global Fusion Capital Pte Ltd. His other appointments include serving as Senior
Adviser to the Salim Group. He is a Director of Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd, Raffles Education Corporation Limited and
Gallant Venture Ltd. He is also a member of Centre of Liveable Cities Advisory Board and Board of Trustees,
Bankinter Foundation for Innovation (Spain). Dr Tan had 33 years of distinguished service in the Singapore
Public Service holding various key appointments before completing his term as a Permanent Secretary is
2007. He held various top leadership positions including as Chairman, Temasek Management Services Pte
Ltd, General Manager and Chairman, National Computer Board, Managing Director, Economic Development
Board, Chief Executive, Singapore Tourism Board, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Manpower, Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Information, Communications and the Arts, Chairman National Library Board and
Chairman Media Development Authority. He played a leading role in the information technology, economic,
tourism, manpower, library, media, arts and creative industries development of Singapore.
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Director, Center for Technology in
Government & Research Professor,
Rockefeller College of Public Affairs,
U Albany, SUNY
USA

tpardo@ctg.albany.edu
@tpardo

Theresa Pardo, serves as director of the Center for Technology in Government, University at Albany, SUNY,
where she also holds a full research professorship in Public Administration and Policy. Under her leadership,
CTG works closely with multi-sector and multi-disciplinary teams from the U.S. and around the world to carry
out applied research and problem solving projects focused on the intersections of policy, management, and
technology in the governmental context. As a result of her recognized expertise in the digital government
field, she has been appointed to numerous high level advisory roles at all levels of government in the United
States and internationally. New York Governor Andrew M. Cuomo appointed Theresa as Policy Advisor to his
OpenNY initiative, she also chairs the US Environmental Protection Agency National Advisory Committee and
serves on the User Working Group of the NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center, among others.
Theresa is the founder of the Global Smart Cities Smart Government Research Practice Consortium.

Marco Pedrazzo

marcomaria@carloratti.com

Strategic designer, Urban Innovation,
UI/UX
Spain

Marco Pedrazzo, is a trained architect, licensed engineer and perspective Ms in Strategic Design and
Management at Parsons(NY), with a focus on computation in design. His defining projects in this emergent
field span humanitarian design (Open Source Emergency Shelter) to urban systems (Social Computation for
urban mobility, with MIT Senseable City Lab). Building on the experience matured at CRA during his 3 years
as designer and project manager at the merger of design, spatial systems, and dynamic technology
integration, Marco has worked with a number of star-up films, delivering a full spectrum of customer
experience, in order to identify their strengths, create a compelling story and maximize the value delivered to
clients. Marco graduated from the highly selective Alta Scuola Politecnica, and served as an active leader for
the Design Studio, Technology Studio and thematic workshops in Politecnico di Torino, where he is currently
visiting researcher. In October 2016 he re-joined CRA as evangelist and business developer.

Mariola Pina

mariola.pina@gmail.com

Senior Advisor on Energy & Smart Cities
Spain

Mariola Pina is a member of the Board of the Spanish Association of executives and financiers of Spain and
executive programmer by ESADE. Prior to joining Hitachi, she was a partner in Pricewaterhouse Coopers and
Dresdner Bank in the UK, where she advised European companies in capital markets investments and
international expansion.
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Jaime Rodriguez de SantiagoConcha
General Manager Spain, Portugal and
Germany, BlaBlaCar
Spain

jaime.rodriguez@blablacar.com
@jaime_rdes

Jaime Rodriguez de Santiago-Concha is General Manager for Spain, Portugal and Germany at BlaBlaCar, the leading
European ridesharing community that connects drivers with empty seats and people traveling the same way, so they
can share their cost. Fascinated with technology since his childhood, Jaime has developed his career around it. He holds
a Telecommunication Engineering degree from the Polytechnical Engineering University of Madrid and has been linked
to the technological entrepreneurial field from the beginning of his career. Prior to joining BlaBlaCar on 2013 as
Marketing Manager for the Spanish Market, he researched new ways of applying technology to education at the
university, joined a high-tech startup working on big data for the telecommunications industry (Zhilabs) and founded
his own user-generated content based company (6cero).”

John Rossant
Founder and Chairman, The New Cities
Foundation, Founder and Chief Curator, LA
CoMotion
USA

john.rossant@newcities.org

John Rossant is also the Managing Partner of Rossant & Partners LLC., the global advisory firm based in New
York and Paris.
John had previously been responsible for the production of some of the world’s most prestigious events, in
particular the World Economic Forum’s Annual Meeting in Davos and other WEF events around the world. In
2010, the President of France asked him to organize the e-G8 Forum on the future of the Internet.
A former journalist, John held several senior editorial positions at Business Week, including European
Correspondent, as well as Paris, Rome and Middle East correspondent.

Anita Roth
Head of Policy Research at Airbnb
USA

@AnitaRoth12
anita.roth@airbnb.com

Anita Roth is a city planner whose work focuses on planning, policy, and economic development. As Airbnb’s
Head of Policy Research, Anita leads a team of data scientists who evaluate the impacts and benefits of
regulation and Airbnb's business model in cities around the world. Prior to joining Airbnb, Anita worked with a
range of planning and consulting firms. She has worked extensively in municipalities in the United States and
well as across Asia.
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IT Director at Barrio La Pinada
Spain

victor@barriolapinada.es
@vicsaez

Victor H. Sáez, received his M.D in Electronic and Control Engineering from Universidad Politécnica de
Valencia. In his professional career, he had the opportunity to actively participate in many IT projects. With
expertise in product strategy, customer and stakeholder management, team building, business analysis,
technical architecture, UX supervision and customer growth.
His current role at Barrio La pinada, a leading project on sustainable district development, has allowed him to
look for the way to apply new technology trends as IoT, Blockchain or Deep Learning to improve district
living.
Also, on a previous project, he was responsible for leading the digital transformation of a strategic marketing
and market research company to being a benchmark in Spain and Latin America in loyalty marketing and
gamification

Jens Schulte-Bockum
Chief Operating Officer at MTN Group,
Trustee of Bankinter Innovation
Foundation.
South Africa

@jschultebockum
Jens.Schulte-Bockum@mtn.com

Jens Schulte-Bockum has been serving as Chief Operating Officer of MTN Group, the leading mobile operator
in Africa and the Middle East, since January 2017. He is representing the Group on the board of BICS,
Belgium, and multiple operating companies. In addition, he is a director of Gamma III, the holding vehicle for
EQT’s cable and fibre assets in the Netherlands. Until June 2015, he served as the Chief Executive Officer of
Vodafone GmbH. Previously, he was Chief Executive Officer of Netherlands. He joined Vodafone Group as
Corporate Strategy Director. From 1993 to 2003, He worked with McKinsey & Co for ten years, in the USA
and Germany, where he served as partner since 1998 and Manager of the Hamburg Office since 2000.
He served as the Chairman of Supervisory Board and Member of the Supervisory Board at Kabel Deutschland
Holding AG since 2014 until June 30, 2015. Mr. Schulte-Bockum received MA in Economics from The
University of Chicago in 1993, received Diplom-Volkswirt in Economics from Christian Albrechts Universität
Kiel in 1992 and received Liberal Arts from Emory University in 1987.

Eden Shochat
Partner at Aleph and Trustee of
Bankinter Innovation Foundation.
Israel

@eden
e@shoch.at

Eden Shochat is an equal partner at Aleph, a +$300 million venture capital fund focused on serving Israeli
entrepreneurs who want to build big, scalable, global businesses. Prior to founding Aleph, Eden was a general
partner at Genesis where he focused on seed-stage investments, was a co-founder of face.com, the world
leader in massive, web-scale face recognition in social networks, acquired by facebook and co-founded and
was the CTO of Aternity, recently acquired by Riverbed, where he led the strategic product direction for its
dominant user-experience monitoring platform. Entrepreneurship is a passion for Eden, who started The
Junction that was voted as the #1 startup program in Israel, is one of the organizers of the annual Geekcon
geeks conference and teaches at the IDC (Herzeliya interdisciplinary center) Zell entrepreneurship program.
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Essential Economics, Chatham House,
Scottish Mortgage Investment Trust Plc
UK

@PaolaSubacchi
PSubacchi@chathamhouse.org

Paola Subacchi is an economist, writer and commentator on the functioning and governance of the
international and monetary system. She is a senior fellow at Chatham House (The Royal In-stitute of
International Affairs) in London, a visiting professor at the University of Bologna, and a director of a number
of public companies. Her latest book, The People’s Money: How China is building a global currency, was
published by Columbia University Press. An Italian national, she studied at Universitá Bocconi in Milan and at
the University of Oxford. In 2016 she received the honour Cavaliere dell’Ordine della Stella d’Italia.

Khoo Teng Chye
Executive Director of the Centre for
Liveable Cities, Ministry of National
Development (MND)
Singapore

Mr Khoo Teng Chye was formerly the Chief Executive of PUB, Singapore’s National Water Agency(2003 to
2011), Chief Executive Officer/Chief Planner at the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA)(1992 to 1996),
Chief Executive Officer/Group President of PSA Corporation(1996 to 2002), President and Chief Executive
Officer of Mapletree Investments and Managing Director (Special Projects) of Temasek Holdings(2002 to
2003). He is also the Chairman of the Ministry of Manpower, Singapore’s Workplace Safety and Health (WSH)
Institute Governing Board and is a member of the Advisory Committee to the Chief Minister for the formation
of the New Capital for the state of Andhra Pradesh, India, and is appointed the Chairman of Urban Land
Institute (ULI), Singapore, since 1 April 2017.

Stephen Trachtenberg

trachtenberg@email.gwu.edu

President Emeritus George Washington
University. Trustee of Bankinter
Innovation Foundation.
USA

Stephen Joel Trachtenberg is President Emeritus and University Professor of Public Service at The George
Washington University. He served as GW’s 15th president for nearly two decades, from 1988 to 2007.
Trachtenberg came to GW from the University of Hartford, where he had been president for 11 years. He also
held positions as vice president and dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Boston University, and served
as the special assistant to the U.S. Education Commissioner, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
He is a partner of Rimon Law, as well as corkn/Ferry International. Trachtenberg's most recent book "Leading
Colleges and Universities" was just (April, 2018) released by The Johns Hopkins University Press. He is a
Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He has earned degrees from Columbia, Yale, and
Harvard and 20+ honorary doctorates from universities all over the world.
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wilfriedvanhonacker@gmail.com

Co-founder and Ex-Dean, CEIBS
(Shanghai) and MSM Skolkovo
(Moscow). Trustee, BankInter Innovation
Foundation
China

Wilfried Vanhonacker is recognized as an accomplished scholar, academic, pedagogical innovator and an
authority on emerging markets with hands-on experience in China, Russia and the MENA region. He is
currently working on an intelligent platform for learning-conscious decision making and decision-intensive
learning.

Alfonso Vegara

info@fmetropoli.org

Founder and Honorary President of the
Fundacion Metropoli
Spain

Alfonso Vegara Alfonso Vegara has a PhD in City and Regional Planning and degrees in Architecture,
Economics, and Sociology. Former President of ISOCARP, the International Society of City and Regional
Planners, which has members in over 70 countries. Fellow and Trustee of the Eisenhower Fellowships. Since
2005, he’s been Honorary Consul General of Singapore in Madrid.
Alfonso Vegara has been lecturing Urbanism at the Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid,
Universidad de Navarra, and Universidad CEU San Pablo. He was also a visiting scholar at the School of Design
of the University of Pennsylvania and Advisor of ETH Zurich Polytechnic.
His works have been awarded by the United Nations, the European Union, the European Council of Town
Planners and the prestigious Rey Jaime I Award, awarded by His Majesty The King of Spain.

Evan Wolff
Cybersecurity and Homeland Security
Partner, Crowell and Moring LLP &
Managing Director, The Chertoff Group
USA

EWolff@crowell.com

Evan Wolff has significant experience in the area of infrastructure protection and a broad background in
the areas of homeland security, environmental regulation and compliance, and national security.
Prior to entering private practice, Evan served as an advisor to the senior leadership at the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and other U.S. government agencies and was involved in the development of
DHS. Previously, he held the position of principal homeland security policy analyst/project manager to The
MITRE Corporation. Evan has also served as general counsel and senior geospatial analyst for lsciences LLC;
vice president and principal of Environmental Protection International; and senior geologist at the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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Chris Meyer is the Founder of Monitor Talent and the former Chief Executive of Monitor Networks, a new
addition to the Monitor Group. He has been involved in the management of the Future Trends Forum from the
beginning. His fourth book, Standing on the Sun, an analysis of how capitalism will evolve as the economic
center of gravity shifts to low-income, fast-growth, digital-native economies was recognized by the Financial
Times as one of the best books of 2012.

Garrick Jones

Partner Ludic Group.
UK

@garrickjones
Garrick.Jones@ludicgroup.com

Garrick Jones is a Partner at Ludic Group, a London-based strategic design firm. In addition, he is a Composer,
a Research Fellow at London School of Economics, and a Senior Tutor Royal College of Art (IDE). He is a
longstanding facilitator of the Future Trends Forum.

Clemens Hackl

Managing Director Online and
Interactive team at Ludic Group.
UK

ClemensHackl@ludicgroup.com

Clemens Hackl is the Managing Director of the Ludic Group’s online and interactive team. He has a
background in interaction and web design. His work focuses on new technologies and virtual environments
for learning and knowledge sharing across multiple platforms. By combining this with his digital design
education he has created State of the art virtual learning and knowledge sharing platforms for several large
blue-chip organisations.
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Georg Seiler is the Director of Programmes at Ludic Group, a London-based strategic design firm. With a
background in large scale business and technology transformations at Accenture, Georg specialises in
delivering collaboration, learning and people engagement solutions with a focus on applying Design Thinking
methods with Digital tools. He is also the founder of Tailored Rhymes, a creative design service working with
globally recognized causes to bring complex messaging to life through bespoke music, videos and live
performances.
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